Welcome to FitRec!

We are so glad you have joined us – a community committed to wellness and physical activity.

Membership at FitRec is unique. Nowhere else in Boston can you find the facilities, equipment and services we offer – all in an energetic, vibrant community of students, faculty, staff and BU alumni.

You will find we have something at FitRec for everyone, regardless of age, condition and experience. We hope you will take advantage of all we have to offer – from recreational classes, free workshops, and individualized services such as personal training.

A few important notes as your start your FitRec journey:

**Access/ID Cards**
Safety and security is our first concern. Members must swipe and display their BU ID or FitRec ID card to gain access to the facility. Cards are not to be transferred for use by others. If you lose your FitRec ID card, there is a $10 replacement fee. To replace a BU ID card you must visit the Terrier Card Office or Human Resources.

**Cancelling Your Membership**
In order to terminate your monthly membership by the end of a current month, you must fill out a cancellation form by the 25th of that month. Cancellation forms are available online via our website.

**Day Lockers**
Day use lockers are located in the hallways just outside of all of the locker rooms. Please make sure to lock up all your belongings while you are in the building and to remove your lock when you leave for the day. Feel free to bring your own lock. Locks are also available to purchase or borrow at the Pro Shop.

**E-news**
Subscribe to our monthly newsletter to receive the latest FitRec news and informative wellness facts.

**Guest Policy**
Members can sponsor guests to use the facility for $12 per day per guest. Passes are purchased at the Member Services desk. You must accompany your guest during the visit. For more information, please review our guest pass policy. If you are bringing in a minor, you must have a FitRec Usage Agreement signed by their legal parent or guardian. Forms are available at the Member Services desk or on our website.

**Hours**
Please visit our website for the most up-to-date building hours. Periodically, we must adjust hours for maintenance, swim meets and university events. We will post these changes on our website as soon as we are made aware of them.
Insurance Reimbursement
If your health insurance offers a wellness benefit you may be eligible for a partial reimbursement.

Locker Rooms
Locker rooms are located on all levels of the building excluding the top floor. Separate faculty/staff locker rooms are available on the second floor by the four-court gym and on Lower Level 1 near the aquatics center.

Locker Codes
Entrance to the locker rooms requires a code to be entered on the keypad by the door. Please ask any FitRec staff member for the code.

Locker & Towel Service
To inquire about locker and/or towel service, stop by our Pro Shop on the lower level.

Lost and Found
Lost and found is located at the Pro Shop on Lower Level 1 of FitRec. Only lost IDs and items of significant value (wallet, phone, watch) are kept at the Member Services desk.

Membership Handbook
The Membership Handbook provides you with information regarding benefits, eligibility, cancellation policies, plan changes, and facility policies. As a member, you have a responsibility to understand these membership policies and to abide by the rules and regulations governing the use of all recreational facilities. Failure to abide by these rules and regulations may result in modified or revoked membership privileges.

FitPass classes
FitRec offers a variety of group exercise classes each semester involving classes such as spin, yoga, high intensity training, zumba, total body conditioning and more. For Annual members these classes are included in your membership, for all other members you can purchase an unlimited, 5 or 10 pack punch pass to these classes. There are a limited number of slots available for each class so check-in will be on a first come first serve basis. To check-in please come to the front desk where you will receive a printed receipt. This receipt must be presented to the instructor of the class in order to participate. Check-in begins up to 90 minutes before the scheduled class time.

Noncredit classes
FitRec offers a wide variety of noncredit classes each semester in areas such as aquatics, climbing, EMT, fitness and dance. In order to accommodate your busy schedule, noncredit classes run for different lengths ranging from one to fourteen weeks. Check out our full menu of recreational classes.

Parking
Parked is available in the Agganis Arena Lot for $2 per hour or at the meters on Commonwealth Avenue. Staff with a green BU parking sticker may park at no additional charge. Between 6pm and 11pm Arena parking patrons (without a BU parking pass) are asked to pay the maximum rate upon entry, $1 per half-hour. Upon leaving, you will be refunded for any unused parking hours. Please note, parking fees increase during special events at Agganis Arena.
Swim Attire
Swimsuits are required attire for all swimmers. Swimmers with hair longer than 1/2 inch long buzz cut must wear a swim cap. It is up to the Lifeguard on duty’s discretion to determine if length of hair requires a cap. No t-shirts, cut-offs, or under garments allowed. Long hair must be tucked up inside swim cap. Children under the age of 13 do not need to wear a cap.

Member Services is always here for you. Have a question, comment, issue, suggestion? Stop by the Member Services desk anytime or email perdmbs@bu.edu.